EYE LINK CARGO
Linking you to the world.

www.eyelinkcargo.com

Eye link Cargo LLC is one of the leading cargo companies in the East Africa Region, Established with its
Headquarters in Dubai - U.A.E With our decades of experience, we've developed strong relationships with
customers and carriers across the globe and take pride in being one of the most resilient resources in the
shipping industry. We strive to address our valuable customers' demands, giving them 100% satisfaction by
providing personalized quality service of our committed staff and economical charges.
With our headquarters in Dubai - U.A.E, which coordinates and facilitates an overall smooth
functioning and expansion of our network in Kenya, Turkey, Italy, Tanzania, Uganda, Dubai, China,
India, UK and USA we have a team of sales representatives positioned in all major countries. We
have partnership agreements with logistics management companies in almost every
destination across the world. Thereby achieving an extensive network service to reach the
customers on time for collecting as well as delivering the shipments.
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Our Vision
To serve the industry with a spirit of excellence by continuously enhancing service levels and
developing effective logistics solutions to the highest industry standards, thereby be recognized
as one of the most reliable cargo service provider in the world with a promise to display the
highest degree of reliability and honesty towards our customers and employees.
Our Mission
To be a leading cargo service provider with a wide global network, delivering cost
effective solutions to international quality standards and to exceed customer
requirements through highly qualified people and innovative technology.
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Over 12 years experience
Reliable Service

On Time Deliveries
Excellent Customer Service
Our Core Values

Safety : Ensuring the safety of our customers, employees and our communities
is our priority.
Security : We offer industry-leading asset protection and security compliance
programs.
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OUR SERVICES
AIR FREIGHT

CUSTOM CLEARANCE

SEA FREIGHT

WARE HOUSING
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AIR FREIGHT

When it comes to Air Freight services, Eyelink Cargo has connections you can trust. We are one of the largest
air freight transportation providers in the UAE, offering a full and comprehensive package of premium,
value-added services and specialist products all of which are specifically tailor-made for you. Across our
worldwide network you can choose the service which best suits your needs. From Dubai to major Asian and
African continental countries
Our specialist airfreight team satisfies clients who require the transport of perishable products as well as
general cargo. We offer air freight that includes direct service and own consoles on major trade lanes at fixed
frequency. Our exceptional relationships with the world’s major commercial airlines, air cargo carriers and
charters results in our customer’s goods receiving the very best attention on its journey.
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SEA FREIGHT

When it comes to Sea Freight services, Eyelink Cargo has connections you can trust. Eye Link Cargo
comprehensive ocean freight module reaches major parts of the world markets with an emphasis on Middle
East. The company has resources and associate ocean carriers for trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic services. This
provides our clients a significant savings on landed costs, and options to choose from a large pool of weekly
sailing sea carries. Eye link Cargo offers you competitive rates, a choice of transit times and scheduled sailing
options, with a full range of value-added services.
We can handle shipments on our own House Bill of Loading, thus ensuring good handling at both origin and
destination ports. We provide a full sea freight services with all types for a containerized, un-containerized and
Project Shipments. We offer services of both sea imports and exports from around the world. Further, our excellent
relations with major shipping lines have resulted in their continuous support and assistance, making it possible
for us to provide our clienteles with quality oriented services at feasible freight rate.
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CUSTOM CLEARANCE
Our personnel are well cognizant with the challenging needs and changing demands of today's businesses.
They deal with your day to day problems and formalities involved in the respect of clearance of import and
export cargo. With the required documents, our team of dedicated professionals gets the customs clearance
and ensures end-to-end solution for export or import of the good in the most cost-effective manner.
We can gather many types of intelligence not only in Dubai but also among foreign countries. Eye link cargo
provides its clients with fine-tuned service in Transportation, Warehousing, Cargo Tracing and etc. We place
our experts in trading procedures, international transportation, and custom clearance at company-owned
import-export cargo handling facilities in major ports and airports in Dubai.
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STORAGE & WAREHOUSING
We believe that warehouse services, especially the loading and unloading process, should not be left to question
or chance. Our primary focus is to raise these services to the same efficient and reliable level as other phases of
your business. Our warehousing capabilities includes Road, Air, Sea Networks, state of the art technology,
equipment’s & facilities, and qualified work force to provide you with a total supply chain solution.
We are designed to handle complex logistics and warehouse management issues such as storage, delivery,
dispatching, and tracking with a wide array of operative services along the entire supply chain. Reliably,
efficiently, securely. The clients require constant need of Logistic Warehousing, facility to store their goods safe
and secure and for that we are backed by spacious warehouses, which are equipped with modern facilities.
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KENYA - NAIROBI
OPPOSITE PUMWANI MATERNITY HOSPITAL
GENERAL WARUINGI STREET, EASTLEIGH
P.O BOX 7892 - 00610
MOB: +254 722 105 480 - OFFICE
MOB: +254 722 707 470 - WAREHOUSE
MOB: +254 716 885 566
EMAIL: NAIROBI@EYELINKCARGO.COM

KENYA - NAIROBI (CBD)
LUTHULI AVENUE, OPPOSITE
ELECTRONIC HOUSE
BULDING NAME OBAMA BUSINESS
CENTER 2ND FLOOR C1.
MOB : +254 711 741 307

DUBAI - DEIRA
OFF # 303 ABDUL RAHIM AL BADRI BUILDING
NEAR NAIF POLICE STATION NAIF ROAD,
DEIRA-P.O BOX 42419 DUBAI UAE.
TEL : +971 42596635
FAX : +971 42596623
MOB: +971 558862000
EMAIL: INFO@EYELINKCARGO.COM

TURKEY - ISTANBUL
AFRICAN EXPRESS DIS TIC.LTD.
STI. NISANCA,
MH.SOGAN AGA CD.SUMBUL
SINAN SK NO:3/A
BEYAZIT/IST.BEYAZIT V.D :0090980182
MOB : +90 531 722 15 63
MOB : +90 535 662 2804
MOB : +905326448952
EMAIL: TURKEY@EYELINKCARGO.COM
USA - NEWYORK

KENYA -MOMBASA
ABDEL NASSER ROAD, BONDENI
OPP. OILIBYA PETROL STATION.
MOB : +254 708 881 226
MOB : +254 722 906297
EMAIL: MOMBASA@EYELINKCARGO.COM

KENYA - ELDORET & KISUMU
NEXT TO MEDIHEAL HOSPITAL
NANDI ROAD.
MOB: +254 724103147
MOB: +254 720 602 000

KENYA - NAKURU
UCHUMI BUSINESS CENTRE
MOB: +254 746 443 594 - OFFICE

CHINA - GUANGZHOU
1/F, ROOM A026, OVERSEA TRADING MALL
(B), NO.1-2 TH HUANGTIAN STREET,
LUJING ROAD,
YUEXIU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU.
TEL: +862 083493065 -QQ: 3035509360
MOB: +861 317 885 3521
MOB: +861 350 2240 932
EMAIL: CHINA@EYELINKCARGO.COM
UK - LONDON
HEATHROW AIRPORT UNIT 4,
CENTRAL PARK ESTATE STAINES ROAD,
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX TW4 5 DJ
MOB: +208 538 1600
EMAIL: INTERNATIONAL@EYELINKCARGO.COM

ITALY - MILAN

145-30 156TH STREET JAMAICA
20096 PIOLTELLO ( MI )
NY 11434
TEL : +390 236 722 400
TEL (718) 470 2900
EMAIL: INTERNATIONAL@EYELINKCARGO.COM
EMAIL: INTERNATIONAL@EYELINKCARGO.COM

SOUTH AFRICA - JOHANNESBURG
OFFICE G2B, ISANDO BUSINESS PARK, CNR
GEWEL & HULLEY ROADS ISANDO KEMPTON
PARK - 1609, SOUTH AFRICA.
MOB: +27 11396 1189
EMAIL: INTERNATIONAL@EYELINKCARGO.COM

INDIA - MUMBAI
TRADE SYSTEMS CORPORATION 247
ABDUL REHMAN ST. 2ND FLOOR
MUMBAI 400 003 (INDIA)
MOB : +9180 7014 9827
EMAIL: INDIA@EYELINKCARGO.COM
UGANDA - KAMPALA
HARDWARE CITY, GATE 5, SHOP UG53,
ENTEBBE ROAD, OPPOSITE NAKASERO MARKET
MOB: +256776134812
MOB: +256751094971
EMAIL: INTERNATIONAL@EYELINKCARGO.COM

OUR BRANCHES
Linking you to the world
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NETHERLANDS - BIJLMERMEERSTRAAT
BIJLMERMEERSTRAAT 28
2131 HG
HOOFDDORP
TEL: +31 (0)20 354 7961
EMAIL: INTERNATIONAL@EYELINKCARGO.COM

TANZANIA - DAR ES SALAAM
MAGOMENI MAPIPA,TAHMEED OFFICE.
MOB: +255 713 748 343
MOB: +255 784 473 277
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